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Insitutional Trust 2001
Insitutional Trust 2001

Overview

Identification SND0951-001

Abstract
Since 1997, MedieAkademin has carried out an annual survey titled The Institutional Trust. The survey has focused
on major social institutions, such as the parliament, big business, the daily press, and TV/radio, as well as some
specific companies such as Sveriges Television, TV4, IKEA, Skandia, and Volvo. The number of institutions included
has varied somewhat over the years. Some of the institutions and companies have been measured every year while
others have been investigated more irregularly. The survey was carried out by NFO Infratest and involved 759
individuals who were interviewed by telephone between October 16 and November 5, 2001. The 2001 survey also
included questions about how people perceive the Swedish democratic system, as well as their assessments of how
politicians, the business world, the Swedish royal court, and the media function.

Kind of Data Surveydata: Oberoende undersökningar

Unit of Analysis Individ

Scope & Coverage

Keywords förtroende, förtroende för regeringen, politisk åsikt, massmedia

Topics massmedia, POLITIK

Time Period(s) 2001

Countries Sverige

Universe
Personer i åldrarna 16-74 år

Producers & Sponsors

Primary
Investigator(s)

Holmberg, Sören, Göteborgs universitet, Statsvetenskapliga institutionen
Weibull, Lennart, Göteborgs universitet, Institutionen för journalistik och
masskommunikation

Other Producer(s) TNS Gallup
Göteborgs universitet, Statsvetenskapliga institutionen
MedieAkademin

Sampling

Sampling Procedure
Sannolikhetsurval: obundet slumpmässigt urval (OSU)

Data Collection

Data Collection
Dates

start 2001-10-16
end 2001-11-05

Data Collection
Mode

Intervju: Telefon
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Data Collector(s) NFO Infratest

Accessibility

Distributor(s) Svensk nationell datatjänst
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File Description(s)
Dataset contains 1 file(s)

Förtroendebarometer 2001

Cases 759

Variable(s) 43
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Variable Group(s)
Dataset contains 3 group(s)

Study information

# Name Label Question

1 SND_studie SND-studie 0951 -

2 SND_dataset SND-dataset 0951-001 -

3 SND_version SND version 1.1 -

4 respnr SERIAL ID -

Background variables/constructed variables

# Name Label Question

1 vikt Weight -

2 sex Sex -

3 utbild Education -

4 region Region -

5 age Age -

6 inkmonth Household's income/month -

7 inkyear Household's income/year -

Interview questions

# Name Label Question

1 riksdag F.1A Confidence in: the Parliament How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - the Parliament

2 radiotv F.1B Confidence in: Radio and television How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Radio and
television

3 storfor F.1C Confidence in: Big business How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Big business

4 dagspr F.1D Confidence in: The daily press How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - The daily press

5 eu F.1E Confidence in: EU commission How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - EU commission

6 polparti F.1F Confidence in: The political parties How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - the political parties

7 volvo F.1G Confidence in: Volvo How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Volvo

8 saab F.1H Confidence in: Saab How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Saab

9 ikea F.1I Confidence in: IKEA How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - IKEA

10 telia F.1J Confidence in: Telia How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Telia
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# Name Label Question

11 svt F.1K Confidence in: Swedish Television How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Swedish
Television

12 tv4 F.1L Confidence in: TV4 How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - TV4

13 ab F.1M Confidence in: Aftonbladet How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Aftonbladet

14 dn F.1N Confidence in: Dagens Nyheter How much confidence do you have in the way the following
institutions and businesses do their job? - Dagens Nyheter

15 demofung F.2 Democracy satisfaction in Sweden On the whole, how satisfied are you with the way democracy
works in Sweden?

16 riksd F.3A Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: the Parliament

How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions
function in the Swedish democracy? - the Parliament

17 reger F.3B Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: the Government

How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions
function in the Swedish democracy? - the Government

18 domstol F.3C Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: Courts

How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions
function in the Swedish democracy? - Courts

19 massmed F.3D Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: Mass media

How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions
function in the Swedish democracy? - Mass media

20 naring F.3E Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: the Industry

How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions
function in the Swedish democracy? - the Industry

21 intress F. 3F Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: Interest groups

How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions
function in the Swedish democracy? - Interest groups

22 kungen F.3G Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: the Royal family

How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions
function in the Swedish democracy? - the Royal family

23 kommun F.3H Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: the Municipalities

How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions
function in the Swedish democracy? - the Municipalities

24 ledamot F.3I Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: Members of the Parliament

How confident are you of the following groups when they
participate in the public debate? - Members of the Parliament

25 expert F.3J Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: Economic experts

How confident are you of the following groups when they
participate in the public debate? - Economic experts

26 journa F.3K Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: Journalists

How confident are you of the following groups when they
participate in the public debate? - Journalists

27 direk F.3L Satisfaction with Swedish social
institutions: Directors in the industry

How confident are you of the following groups when they
participate in the public debate? - Directors in the industry

28 ledande F.3M Förtoende för i samhällsdebatten:
Ledande tjänstemän i stat och kommun

How confident are you of the following groups when they
participate in the public debate? - Senior civil servant in state
and municipality

29 forskare F.3N Förtoende för i samhällsdebatten:
Forskare

How confident are you of the following groups when they
participate in the public debate? - Researchers

30 parti1 F.4A Political party sympathy Which political party do you sympathize with?

31 parti2 F.4B Closest political party Which political party do you lean towards?

32 familj F.5 Current family category -
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Variables Description
Dataset contains 43 variable(s)
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# SND_studie: SND-studie 0951

SND-studie 0951: Förtroendebarometer 2001

Value Label Cases Percentage

951 SND 0951 759 100.0%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 951- 951] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 759 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# SND_dataset: SND-dataset 0951-001

SND-dataset 0951-001: Förtroendebarometer 2001

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 SND 0951-001 759 100.0%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 759 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# SND_version: SND version 1.1

SND version 1.0, februari 2014

Notes Lables, questions and response alternatives translated into english

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Version 1.1 759 100.0%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 759 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# respnr: SERIAL ID

Respondent-ID

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 67939- 87453] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 759 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# vikt: Weight

Vikt

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0.3391- 2.742] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 759 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-] [Mean: 1 /-] [StdDev: 0.388 /-]

# sex: Sex

Kön

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Man 386 50.9%

2 Woman 373 49.1%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# sex: Sex

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 2] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 759 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# utbild: Education

Utbildning

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Primary/Elementary school 147 19.5%

2 Primary/Elementary school - training 51 6.8%

3 Junior secondary school/Girls' school 20 2.7%

4 Junior secondary school/Girls' school - training 17 2.3%

5 2 year upper secondary school education/High school degree 96 12.7%

6 3-4 year upper secondary school education/High school
degree

189 25.1%

7 Post-secondary education 234 31.0%

Sysmiss 5
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 754 /-] [Invalid: 5 /-]

# region: Region

Region

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Stockholm urban area 135 17.8%

2 Eastern midst of Sweden 146 19.2%

3 Småland (islands included) 61 8.0%

4 Southern Sweden 114 15.0%

5 Western Sweden 170 22.4%

6 Northern midst of Sweden 63 8.3%

7 Middle and northern Sweden 70 9.2%
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 7] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 759 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-]

# age: Age

Ålder

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 15- 74] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 759 /-] [Invalid: 0 /-] [Mean: 43.306 /-] [StdDev: 16.443 /-]

# inkmonth: Household's income/month

Hushållsinkomst per månad

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0- 350000] [Missing: *]
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# inkmonth: Household's income/month

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 631 /-] [Invalid: 128 /-] [Mean: 29896.83 /-] [StdDev: 28316.966 /-]

# inkyear: Household's income/year

Hushållsinkomst per år

Information [Type: continuous] [Format: numeric] [Range: 0- 4200] [Missing: *]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 648 /-] [Invalid: 111 /-] [Mean: 357.127 /-] [StdDev: 336.046 /-]

# riksdag: F.1A Confidence in: the Parliament

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - the Parliament

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 40 5.4%

2 Quite high trust 267 35.9%

3 Neither high nor low trust 267 35.9%

4 Quite low trust 119 16.0%

5 Very low trust 50 6.7%

7 Don't know/no answer 16
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 743 /-] [Invalid: 16 /-]

# radiotv: F.1B Confidence in: Radio and television

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Radio and
television

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 40 5.3%

2 Quite high trust 322 43.0%

3 Neither high nor low trust 270 36.1%

4 Quite low trust 87 11.6%

5 Very low trust 29 3.9%

7 Don't know/no answer 11
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 748 /-] [Invalid: 11 /-]

# storfor: F.1C Confidence in: Big business

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Big business

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 16 2.2%

2 Quite high trust 180 24.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 291 39.8%

4 Quite low trust 187 25.6%
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# storfor: F.1C Confidence in: Big business

Value Label Cases Percentage

5 Very low trust 57 7.8%

7 Don't know/no answer 28
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 731 /-] [Invalid: 28 /-]

# dagspr: F.1D Confidence in: The daily press

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - The daily press

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 32 4.3%

2 Quite high trust 238 32.2%

3 Neither high nor low trust 254 34.4%

4 Quite low trust 164 22.2%

5 Very low trust 50 6.8%

7 Don't know/no answer 21
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 738 /-] [Invalid: 21 /-]

# eu: F.1E Confidence in: EU commission

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - EU
commission

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 11 1.5%

2 Quite high trust 123 17.2%

3 Neither high nor low trust 209 29.3%

4 Quite low trust 210 29.4%

5 Very low trust 161 22.5%

7 Don't know/no answer 45
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 714 /-] [Invalid: 45 /-]

# polparti: F.1F Confidence in: The political parties

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - the political
parties

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 10 1.4%

2 Quite high trust 128 17.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 263 36.1%

4 Quite low trust 232 31.8%
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# polparti: F.1F Confidence in: The political parties

Value Label Cases Percentage

5 Very low trust 96 13.2%

7 Don't know/no answer 30
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 729 /-] [Invalid: 30 /-]

# volvo: F.1G Confidence in: Volvo

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Volvo

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 59 8.2%

2 Quite high trust 317 43.9%

3 Neither high nor low trust 227 31.4%

4 Quite low trust 95 13.2%

5 Very low trust 24 3.3%

7 Don't know/no answer 37
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 722 /-] [Invalid: 37 /-]

# saab: F.1H Confidence in: Saab

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Saab

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 62 8.8%

2 Quite high trust 315 44.7%

3 Neither high nor low trust 228 32.4%

4 Quite low trust 77 10.9%

5 Very low trust 22 3.1%

7 Don't know/no answer 55
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 704 /-] [Invalid: 55 /-]

# ikea: F.1I Confidence in: IKEA

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - IKEA

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 125 17.1%

2 Quite high trust 330 45.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 192 26.2%

4 Quite low trust 65 8.9%

5 Very low trust 20 2.7%
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# ikea: F.1I Confidence in: IKEA

Value Label Cases Percentage

7 Don't know/no answer 27
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 732 /-] [Invalid: 27 /-]

# telia: F.1J Confidence in: Telia

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Telia

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 42 5.7%

2 Quite high trust 192 25.9%

3 Neither high nor low trust 257 34.7%

4 Quite low trust 173 23.3%

5 Very low trust 77 10.4%

7 Don't know/no answer 18
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 741 /-] [Invalid: 18 /-]

# svt: F.1K Confidence in: Swedish Television

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Swedish
Television

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 57 7.7%

2 Quite high trust 317 42.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 254 34.1%

4 Quite low trust 92 12.4%

5 Very low trust 24 3.2%

7 Don't know/no answer 15
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 744 /-] [Invalid: 15 /-]

# tv4: F.1L Confidence in: TV4

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - TV4

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 59 8.0%

2 Quite high trust 308 42.0%

3 Neither high nor low trust 259 35.3%

4 Quite low trust 91 12.4%

5 Very low trust 17 2.3%

7 Don't know/no answer 25
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# tv4: F.1L Confidence in: TV4
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 734 /-] [Invalid: 25 /-]

# ab: F.1M Confidence in: Aftonbladet

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Aftonbladet

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 38 5.6%

2 Quite high trust 187 27.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 235 34.7%

4 Quite low trust 146 21.5%

5 Very low trust 72 10.6%

7 Don't know/no answer 81
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 678 /-] [Invalid: 81 /-]

# dn: F.1N Confidence in: Dagens Nyheter

Literal question How much confidence do you have in the way the following institutions and businesses do their job? - Dagens
Nyheter

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 50 8.9%

2 Quite high trust 222 39.6%

3 Neither high nor low trust 190 33.9%

4 Quite low trust 63 11.2%

5 Very low trust 35 6.2%

7 Don't know/no answer 199
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 560 /-] [Invalid: 199 /-]

# demofung: F.2 Democracy satisfaction in Sweden

Literal question On the whole, how satisfied are you with the way democracy works in Sweden?

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 66 8.9%

2 Reasonably satisfied 453 60.8%

3 Not very satisfied 175 23.5%

4 Not at all satisfied 51 6.8%

5 Don't know/no answer 14
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 745 /-] [Invalid: 14 /-]
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# demofung: F.2 Democracy satisfaction in Sweden

# riksd: F.3A Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: the Parliament

Literal question How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions function in the Swedish democracy? - the Parliament

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 47 6.5%

2 Reasonably satisfied 429 59.7%

3 Not very satisfied 197 27.4%

4 Not at all satisfied 46 6.4%

5 Don't know/no answer 40
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 719 /-] [Invalid: 40 /-]

# reger: F.3B Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: the Government

Literal question How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions function in the Swedish democracy? - the Government

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 34 4.7%

2 Reasonably satisfied 390 54.0%

3 Not very satisfied 232 32.1%

4 Not at all satisfied 66 9.1%

5 Don't know/no answer 37
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 722 /-] [Invalid: 37 /-]

# domstol: F.3C Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Courts

Literal question How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions function in the Swedish democracy? - Courts

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 64 9.6%

2 Reasonably satisfied 349 52.3%

3 Not very satisfied 193 28.9%

4 Not at all satisfied 61 9.1%

5 Don't know/no answer 92
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 667 /-] [Invalid: 92 /-]

# massmed: F.3D Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Mass media

Literal question How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions function in the Swedish democracy? - Mass media

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 19 2.6%
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File : Förtroendebarometer 2001
# massmed: F.3D Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Mass media

Value Label Cases Percentage

2 Reasonably satisfied 356 49.4%

3 Not very satisfied 270 37.4%

4 Not at all satisfied 76 10.5%

5 Don't know/no answer 38
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 721 /-] [Invalid: 38 /-]

# naring: F.3E Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: the Industry

Literal question How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions function in the Swedish democracy? - the Industry

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 34 4.9%

2 Reasonably satisfied 434 62.1%

3 Not very satisfied 198 28.3%

4 Not at all satisfied 33 4.7%

5 Don't know/no answer 60
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 699 /-] [Invalid: 60 /-]

# intress: F. 3F Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Interest groups

Literal question How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions function in the Swedish democracy? - Interest groups

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 27 4.2%

2 Reasonably satisfied 399 62.1%

3 Not very satisfied 188 29.2%

4 Not at all satisfied 29 4.5%

5 Don't know/no answer 116
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 643 /-] [Invalid: 116 /-]

# kungen: F.3G Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: the Royal family

Literal question How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions function in the Swedish democracy? - the Royal family

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 182 25.7%

2 Reasonably satisfied 358 50.6%

3 Not very satisfied 115 16.3%

4 Not at all satisfied 52 7.4%

5 Don't know/no answer 52
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.
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# kungen: F.3G Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: the Royal family

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 707 /-] [Invalid: 52 /-]

# kommun: F.3H Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: the Municipalities

Literal question How satisfied are you with the way the following institutions function in the Swedish democracy? - the Municipalities

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very satisfied 29 4.0%

2 Reasonably satisfied 353 48.6%

3 Not very satisfied 261 36.0%

4 Not at all satisfied 83 11.4%

5 Don't know/no answer 33
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 4] [Missing: */5]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 726 /-] [Invalid: 33 /-]

# ledamot: F.3I Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Members of the Parliament

Literal question How confident are you of the following groups when they participate in the public debate? - Members of the
Parliament

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 9 1.3%

2 Quite high trust 160 22.5%

3 Neither high nor low trust 337 47.3%

4 Quite low trust 156 21.9%

5 Very low trust 50 7.0%

7 Don't know/no answer 47
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 712 /-] [Invalid: 47 /-]

# expert: F.3J Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Economic experts

Literal question How confident are you of the following groups when they participate in the public debate? - Economic experts

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 25 3.5%

2 Quite high trust 213 29.5%

3 Neither high nor low trust 268 37.2%

4 Quite low trust 146 20.2%

5 Very low trust 69 9.6%

7 Don't know/no answer 38
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 721 /-] [Invalid: 38 /-]
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# expert: F.3J Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Economic experts

# journa: F.3K Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Journalists

Literal question How confident are you of the following groups when they participate in the public debate? - Journalists

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 26 3.6%

2 Quite high trust 186 25.7%

3 Neither high nor low trust 294 40.6%

4 Quite low trust 162 22.4%

5 Very low trust 56 7.7%

7 Don't know/no answer 35
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 724 /-] [Invalid: 35 /-]

# direk: F.3L Satisfaction with Swedish social institutions: Directors in the industry

Literal question How confident are you of the following groups when they participate in the public debate? - Directors in the industry

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 13 1.8%

2 Quite high trust 160 22.4%

3 Neither high nor low trust 276 38.7%

4 Quite low trust 173 24.2%

5 Very low trust 92 12.9%

7 Don't know/no answer 45
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 714 /-] [Invalid: 45 /-]

# ledande: F.3M Förtoende för i samhällsdebatten: Ledande tjänstemän i stat och kommun

Literal question How confident are you of the following groups when they participate in the public debate? - Senior civil servant in
state and municipality

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 8 1.1%

2 Quite high trust 159 22.1%

3 Neither high nor low trust 274 38.1%

4 Quite low trust 210 29.2%

5 Very low trust 69 9.6%

7 Don't know/no answer 39
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 720 /-] [Invalid: 39 /-]
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# forskare: F.3N Förtoende för i samhällsdebatten: Forskare

Literal question How confident are you of the following groups when they participate in the public debate? - Researchers

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Very high trust 164 22.6%

2 Quite high trust 417 57.4%

3 Neither high nor low trust 103 14.2%

4 Quite low trust 31 4.3%

5 Very low trust 11 1.5%

7 Don't know/no answer 33
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 5] [Missing: */7]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 726 /-] [Invalid: 33 /-]

# parti1: F.4A Political party sympathy

Literal question Which political party do you sympathize with?

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 The Left Party 44 7.1%

2 The Swedish Social Democratic Party 189 30.3%

3 The Centre Party 23 3.7%

4 Liberal Party 29 4.6%

5 The Moderate Party 118 18.9%

6 Christian Democrats 24 3.8%

7 Swedish Green Party 19 3.0%

8 Other 9 1.4%

9 None 169 27.1%

0 Don't know/no answer 135
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 9] [Missing: */0]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 624 /-] [Invalid: 135 /-]

# parti2: F.4B Closest political party

Literal question Which political party do you lean towards?

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 The Left Party 11 5.5%

2 The Swedish Social Democratic Party 44 22.0%

3 The Centre Party 8 4.0%

4 Liberal Party 12 6.0%

5 The Moderate Party 23 11.5%

6 Christian Democrats 6 3.0%

7 Swedish Green Party 8 4.0%

8 Other 3 1.5%

9 None 85 42.5%

0 Don't know/no answer 104
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# parti2: F.4B Closest political party

Value Label Cases Percentage

Sysmiss 455
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 9] [Missing: */0]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 200 /-] [Invalid: 559 /-]

# familj: F.5 Current family category

Value Label Cases Percentage

1 Working-class family 299 40.4%

2 Civil servant's family 24 3.2%

3 Higher civil servant's family/academic family 166 22.4%

4 Agricultural family 123 16.6%

5 Self-employed 99 13.4%

6 Other 30 4.0%

0 Don't know/no answer 18
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the population of interest.

Information [Type: discrete] [Format: numeric] [Range: 1- 6] [Missing: */0]

Statistics [NW/ W] [Valid: 741 /-] [Invalid: 18 /-]
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